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It’sknown that Hitler was extremely approving the philosophy of Friedrich 

Nietzschewhose ideas werelater widely adopted in the Nazi ideology. 

In this work we will analyzethe ways the Nazis were implementing their ideas andfind 

outif they eventually succeeded in it.We will also consider whether the project of asupersoldier 

canexist in the modern world. 

The most secret organization of the Third Reich – «Anenerbe»–was working in several 

fields: creation of asupersoldier, medicine, development of new non-standard weapons, 

possibility of applying religious and mystical practices and possibility of communication with 

highly developed extraterrestrial civilizations.Thousands of sadistic experimentswere conducted, 

the captured soldiers, women, children gave their lives for genetic andphysiological experiments. 

One of their aspectswas the creation ofsuper-soldiers.Their special battalions included 

100 to 500 peoplewho were at the forefront of the Germans' attack. 

The main goal of Lebensbornproject was to breed the «Aryan» off spring through a strict 

selection of mothers and fathers with such signs as white hair, blue eyes, white skin and others. 

Josef Mengele, a known German sadistic scientist was conducting in human experiments 

with twins, these sence of which was the infliction of injuries, wounds, poisonings to one of the 

twins and further observation over the other one.His experiments also included attempts to 

change the eye color of a child by injecting various chemicals into the eyes, amputation, the 

attempts to stitch together twins, etc. The people who survived after those experiments were 

killed. 

The most fully implemented project of the Nazis was anexperimental drug «D-IX» – a 

cocktail consisting of cocaine and a strong stimulant, mixed with apowerful painkiller.The 

success was over whelming, turning the German soldiersinto real superfighters; the addiction and 

death were the reverseside of the drug. 

So, it cannot be proved whether the Nazis succeeded completely to achieve the desired 

result, because even nowadays very much information remains classified.However, the fact that 

the allied countries progressed in all spheres of science immediately after the victory over 

Germany, stands for it. According to many reports the projectfound its continuation in the USSR 

and the USA but in a more mild form. But does the world indeed need super soldiersat such 

cost? In my personal opinion, it does not. 

  


